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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

My cousins helping themselves to a free feed during the batching offal trials. 

discharge event, while video has The early part of 2008 has seen 
been employed to record seabird the start of a new round of trials 
attendance over the whole day.to assess the efficacy of different 

seabird bycatch mitigation 
Observers on a number of other 

strategies adopted by the From the desk of Admiral Albert Ross, vessels in the squid fishery, 
deepwater trawl fleet.  Two trials MBE (Mighty Big Eater) where batch discharge is the 
are underway, both focussing on 

v e s s e l ' s  p r i m a r y  o f f a l  Seabird issues just have gotten too offal management measures 
management strategy, have also complicated, What! There's too much that aim to reduce the availability 
been recording the pattern of going on: fragmented areas of seabird of fish waste around factory 
seabird attendance at the vessel.policy, analysis, management and vessels and so reduce the 

mitigation. There should be an agreed attraction of seabirds to areas The second trial, underway in the 
management plan between industry and where they are at risk of finfish fisheries off the east coast 
MFish/DoC on what areas to tackle and interacting with fishing gear. of the South Island, aims to 
how we are going to go about it. More measure the effect of offal 

n the southern squid regulations, more policy and more reports m i n c i n g .   E x p e r i m e n t a l  
fishery are focussing on the will not fix one-off “rogue” vessels with treatments aim to compare the 
effectiveness of the batch large numbers of captures. Better man- effect of both particle size 
discharge of offal and discards.  agement, more informative training and (unprocessed vs. “hashed” vs. 
One vessel, which has the seabird information getting out to the minced) and discharge pattern 
capacity to hold considerable fishermen are what’s required. Less (“continuous” vs. “batched”).  As 
amounts of offal, is following an regulation and more management will with the batching trials, seabird 
experimental regime with the allow industry to lead the way and get attendance at the vessel is 
discharge intervals varied from results. Rash, random and poorly consid- recorded as a proxy for the risk to 
day-to-day.  Intervals of 30 ered regulations won’t achieve the seabirds.
minutes, 2 hours, 4 hours or 8 desired results. Let’s work in one area, fix 
hours have been chosen.  An Both these trials are the result of that, then move onto any others with 
observer is recording the pattern ongoing collaboration between proven risks to seabirds. You cannot just 
of seabird attendance at the industry, government and NGOs, apply lessons learnt from deepwater 
vessel over the course of the factory longline & trawl vessels to the 

inshore fleet. Industry needs better 
informed joint management on this issue 
and government needs to help more at 
the front end on education & training, not 
through rubbish regulations thrown like a 
curve-ball at industry. “Rogue” operators 
need to be dealt to. Simple regulatory 
measures, so MFish can act against 
these operators, is welcomed but the rest 
need to be allowed to go about their 
business without stupid, ill-conceived, 
mandatory regulations. MFish policy is 
not in touch with what’s happening out on 
the water. This leads to frustration on all 
sides. 

On a brighter note, thanks to Sealord 
Group Ltd and Sanford Ltd, and in particu-
lar the crews of the Thomas Harrison and 
the San Discovery for carrying out the 
offal batching and mincing trials.
Chow, Albert

Testing offal management strategies

Trials i



allowing cost-effective testing of 
seabird mitigation strategies as part 
of normal fishing trips.
David Middleton

Normally, I spend my time chasing up 
seabird reports or following up the 
reasons behind seabird captures, 
delivering training and generally 
pestering the hell out of vessel 
operators to increase the awareness 
of seabird issues and onboard 
management procedures. Nine 
weeks into this squid season the 
Independent Fisheries Ltd fleet of 
Altair 11, Atria,  Mainstream and Ivan 
Golubets have to date this season 
taken not one single seabird. Yes 

none! costs or fixing the problem  on the 
water.

 When I look back over the past four 
squid seasons these types of Here's the good news: Results from 
results tell the story of what  the the same four Independent Fisheries 
vessel operators, DWG & the Ltd vessels over four squid seasons;
fishing crews have achieved. This 2005 - the four vessels captured 137 
shows just how much work has birds 
been done! It  also acts to remind 2006 - 41 birds 
us that we should not be getting 2007 - 12 birds and 
weighed down with more regs and 2008 - 0 to date, zip, not even a dickey 
MFish controls but instead learn bird! 
from what has been achieved to Again this year, three of the four 
date. Over complicating things now vessels have been observed. Don’t 
with more controls & regulations tell me we are not making a 
will not help to reduce seabird difference, and don’t tell me we don’t 
deaths, nor will introducing control know how to manage this!
measures into the inshore fleet, 

John Cleal, DWG Seabird Liaison Officer
which has not even been properly 
assessed as having any risk to 
seabirds in most areas. We can 
manage these things successfully 
working with fishing companies, 
MFish, DoC & NGOs. There is no 
need to over complicate things any 
further. There will always be some 
birds captured, so its not really 
about catching no birds. It’s about 
managing the risks, changing 
industry perceptions of what can 
be done with real management, 
and working in areas where we 
know we can make a difference, 
without reducing fishing effort or 
introducing large, onboard gear 

Update: fewer  birds this season!

WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

The cousin of last month:
Northen Royal Albatross

95% of the world poulation of this 
cousin breed crowded onto the tiny 

barren Bounty Islands.

If you know the name of this bird then email 
your answer, name, postal address and date 

of publication to albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

DID YOU KNOW?

The calls that flesh footed 
shearwaters make are a series of 
high pitched moans, their calls 
have been likened to the sound of 
cats fighting.

Although flesh footed shearwaters 
voraciously eat whole livers, they 
can be effectively deterred from 
fishing vessels by spreading small 
amounts of shark liver oil on the 
sea surface.
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